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•The problem…

•What is Courage?

• The Secret Techniques

• Practice



Here’s the 
problem…..

You get 
triggered and 
you can’t 
control it
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Emotional 
maturity 

of a 9 – 18 
month old
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IQ 
goes 
down
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Tunnel Vision 
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Then what happens?

Say 
something 
you’ll regret 
later

You shut down
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Feeling fear yet choosing to act

"Courage is about doing what 
you're afraid to do. There can be no 
courage unless you're scared. Have 
the courage to act instead of 
react."

Oliver Wendell Holmes
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Following your heart

"To dare is to lose one’s 
footing momentarily. To not 
dare is to lose oneself."

Soren Kierkegaard
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Persevering in the face of 
adversity

"Courage doesn't always roar. 
Sometimes courage is the little 
voice at the end of the day that 
says, 'I'll try again tomorrow.'"

Mary Anne Radmacher
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Standing up for what is right

"Speak your mind, even if your 
voice shakes."

Maggie Kuhn
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Expanding your horizons; 
Letting go of the familiar 

“This world demands the qualities of 
youth; not a time of life but a state of 
mind, a temper of the will, a quality of 
the imagination, a predominance of 
courage over timidity, of the appetite for 
adventure over the life of ease.”

Robert F. Kennedy
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Facing suffering with dignity or faith

“Stand up straight and realize 
who you are, that you tower over 
your circumstances."

Maya Angelou
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1.Think about a time you lived your 
courage or a situation that needs 
your courage.

2.Pair up 

3.Person 1 share your story and what 
kind of courage you expressed or 
would like to express – about 3-5 
minutes

4.Person 2 – Mostly listen. Maybe ask 
a question.

5.Repeat with Person 2 when the bell 
rings
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Active Listening

To demonstrate 
interest and 
understanding,  
and encourage the 
speaker to 
continue exploring 
the topic.



Active Listening

• Do not speak.

• Put aside your own 
thoughts for the 
moment.

• Focus your mind and 
body on the speaker.

• Seek to understand, 
not to agree.
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Silence
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Restating

Reflecting

Listen to what 
has been said 
and feed back: 

• Content
• Values
• Feelings

Using some of 
the same words 
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Questions: Open-
ended, curious, 
genuine
• “Thanks for meeting with 

me…What happened?”

• “How do you think this is 
impacting others…”

• “Say more…..”

• “Let me make sure I 
understand what you are 
saying….do I have this 
right? 

• “How can we make this 
situation better?”
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Practice
1.Same partner 

2.Person 1 continue your story 
about courage – about a 
paragraphs worth.

3.Person 2 – Silently listen. 
Restate when Person 1 is done. 
Confirm that you got it right. 
Ask a curious question

4.Repeat with Person 2 when the 
bell rings
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To 
transform 
conflict…

You will 
get 

triggered!
Breathe

Choose 
your 

courage

Listen first, 
then listen 

again. 
RESTATE 

and then ask 
questions
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Feedback
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Navigating challenging issues in a skilled, 
civil and respectful way

• Workshops

• Professional Training

• Mediation

• Facilitation

• Community Forums
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Thank you
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